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In this paper we present a theoretical study of the predissociation dynamics of then f(N152) ~with
the principal quantum numbersn540–95! and thenp(N150) (n570–125) Rydberg series of
NO, which exhibit a marked lifetime dilution~lengthening! at n.65 for thef series and atn.116
for thep series@M.J.J. Vrakking and Y. T. Lee, J. Chem. Phys.102, 8818~1995!#. The multichannel
effective Hamiltonian with several doorway~for excitation! and escape~for decay! states was
constructed using experimental information on the quantum defects and on the decay width
constants incorporating both intramolecular coupling and exterior electric field coupling between
high Rydbergs. The analysis of the intramolecular Rydberg electron–core dipole long range
coupling~HR-D! in conjunction with the energy gaps between proximal pairs of energy levels, which
are subjected to appropriate selection rules, reveals that~i! for low l (<3) core-penetrating
Rydbergs only a small number of accidental near-resonances are exhibited, and~ii ! for high l (.3)
nonpenetrating Rydbergs the electron-core dipole coupling decreases fast with increasingl , i.e.,
~HR-D!}l27. The general characteristics of the highl (.3) manifold establish a bottleneck effect,
which precludes intramolecularl mixing, implying that high Rydberg lifetime dilution effects can
be induced only by exterior electric field coupling~HSTARK!. Parameter-free multichannel effective
Hamiltonian calculations were conducted under narrow-band excitation conditions, which
interrogate the electric field induced mixing in the energetic vicinity of the doorway state. The
electric field inducedl mixing model accounts semiquantitatively for the electric field dependence
of the energy-resolved line shapes of then f(N152) series and for then and electric field
dependence of the lifetimes of then f(N152) and thenp(N150) series. Accidental near-resonant

simultaneous intramolecular and electric field couplingnp~N1 5 0! ↔
HR-D

n8d~N1 5 1!

↔
HSTARK

n8l ~ > 3!~N1 5 1! for two sets of proximal statesn592,n8580 andn595,n8582, result
in mediated-sequential mixing, which is manifested by slow decay times below the onset of
effective electric field mixing by weak~F0.0.04–0.08 V/cm! stray electric fields. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!02125-3#

I. A PROLOGUE ON THE DYNAMICS OF HIGH
RYDBERG STATES

The dynamics of high Rydberg states~n.10–250,
wheren is the principal quantum number! of atoms, diatomic
molecules, large molecules, and clusters,1–14 which was ex-
plored by zero electron kinetic energy~ZEKE!
spectroscopy1–9,12–14 and by related pulsed field
ionization10,11 ~PFI! methods, constitutes a significant exten-
sion of the broad and interesting research area of atomic15,16

and intramolecular17–27 radiationless transitions. The radia-
tionless transitions of high Rydbergs can be envisioned as
relaxation in microsystems~mean radiuŝ r &5(3/2)n2 a0 ,
e.g., ^r &51 mm for n5112!, which is subjected to strict
propensity rules, i.e., occurring from core-penetrating low
electron angular momentuml states in the spatial region
close to the nucleus~rangeA in Fano’s terminology28,29!.
The radiationless transitions of highn, low l Rydbergs
involve atomic autoionization,12,13,15,16,30 and ‘‘reactive’’
intramolecular dynamics,28,29,31–40 i.e., molecular
predissociation10,11,37 and/or autoionization8,14,31–37 and in-
tramolecular ‘‘nonreactive’’ dynamics in a bound level struc-
ture, i.e., internal conversion.9,38,39 The partial widths
G lJa
I (n) for the decay of a givenunlJa& Rydberg~whereJ is

the total angular momentum anda labels other quantum

numbers! with a quantum defectd( la) into all the open
radiationless channels (I ) are expected to be determined by
then3 scaling law.9,10,13,30–40The total decay width

G lJa~n!5(
I

G lJa
I ~n! ~1.1!

of the unlJla& Rydberg is

G lJa~n!5G0~ lJa!/n3, ~1.2!

where the effective quantum number isn5[n2d( la)] and
G0( lJa) is the decay constant. Then3 scaling law applies
well for the radiationless decay of moderately high Rydbergs
of atoms,12,13,41–43diatomics10,11,37and large molecules,9 in-
ferred from Lorentzian ~or Fano-type! spectral line
broadening9,12,13,37,41–43or from time-resolved ion counting
PFI spectroscopy.10 In this n region G(n)5G0/n

a with a
being close to 3.0~Table I!. At higher values ofn, the break-
down of then3 scaling law, Eq.~1.2! is exhibited, as inter-
rogated by time-resolved ZEKE spectroscopy1–9,12–14and by
time-resolved ion counting PFI spectroscopy.10 This interest-
ing effect was originally observed for thenp Rydberg series
of NO,3 and subsequently documented for thenp and n f
series of NO,10 for the Rydbergs of large molecules8 and for
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thend8 ~Ref. 12! and thenp8 ~Ref. 13! autoionizing states of
Ar. At n.nM ~where the threshold value ofn, which is
denoted bynM , depends on the specific experimental condi-
tions! one encounters a dramatic lengthening of the lifetimes
t(n)5\/G(n). The lifetime lengthening is expressed by the
dilution factor9,10,12,13,38–40,44–47

D~n!.t~n!/~n3\/G0!. ~1.3!

The available experimental data summarized in Table I dem-
onstrate the universality of the lifetime lengthening effect of
high Rydbergs for autoionization in atoms, for autoionization
and predissociation in diatomics, and for internal conversion
and autoionization in large molecules.

The conceptual framework for the dynamics of high
Rydbergs was provided by the electric field-induced cou-
pling and mixing model advanced, developed, and utilized
by Bordaset al.44 Chupka,45,46 Merkt, and Zare,47 Jortner
and Bixon38–40and Vrakking and Lee.10We pursued38–40the
formal analogy between the coupling, accessibility, and de-
cay of high Rydbergs in external weak electric fields~field
strengthF50.01–1 V/cm! and intramolecular~nonadiabatic
or/and spin–orbit! coupling, excitation, and relaxation in a
bound level structure of an isolated molecule. General con-
siderations result in two semiquantiative results, which pro-
vide insight into

~a! The onset of strong mixing.10,38–40 The effective
field-induced mixing of annl Rydberg@with a quantum de-

fectd( l )# with the inactive highl 8 ( l 8.3) manifold is speci-
fied in terms of the homogeneous electric field, which is
expressed in reduced units38–40

F̄~n,l !5~F/V cm21!n5/3.43109@d~ l !mod~1!#. ~1.4!

The onset of mixing39,40 is realized for F̄(nl)*0.5–1.0,
while strong mixing prevails39,40 when F̄(n,l ).1–3. In
Table I we have provided the values ofn5nM

(1), which cor-
respond toF̄51 at F50.05 V/cm, representing a typical
stray electric field in a ZEKE apparatus, or in a time-resolved
ion counting PFI experimental setup. Equation~1.4! indi-
cates that the onset of the dilution of lifetimes is given by
nM580.6h[d( l )~mod1!#1/5~F/V cm21!21/5, being deter-
mined by the quantum defect and the electric field, whereh
is a numerical factor in the regionh51 ~for F̄51! and
h51.25 ~for F̄53!.

~b! The level structure of the mixed states.38 At the on-
set of strong mixing, i.e., forn.nM ~at a given value ofF!
the productgr(nM) of the average decay widthsg of the
mixed molecular eigenstates by their density of statesr(nM)
is38

gr~nM !5G0/4 Ry@d~l!mod~1!] n5nM , ~1.5!

where Ry is the Rydberg constant.gr(nM) is independent of
nM and ofF. With increasingn (>nM) the parametergr(n)
is gr(n)5gr(nM) (nM/n)

5, decreasing with increasing

TABLE I. Universality of the dynamics of high Rydbergs of atoms, diatomics and large molecules.

‘‘Low’’ na ‘‘High’’ na

System
Decay

channel~s! d a
G0

~cm21!
nM
~a!

D(nM)
~b!

nM
(1)

~F50.05 V/cm!
~c!

gr(nM
(1))

~d!

Ar nd8
~e!

Autoionization 0.18 ••• 31 000 70–75 100
(n580)

104 0.39

Ar np8
~f!

Autoionization 1.68 3.060.1 2100 >100 100
(n5120)

116 1.531022

NO
n f(N152)
~g!

Predissociation 0.01 3.060.1 43 65 15
(n565)

58 9.831023

NO
np(N150)
~g!

Predissociation 0.728 3.060.1 1610 116 50
(n5120)

113 1.331022

BBC
~h!

Internal
conversion

1.38 2.560.5 8000 .25
,100

300
(n5100)

120 5.731022

DABCO
~h!

Internal
conversion &
autoionization

0.41 2.560.5 6400 .45
,55

1000
(n5100)

122 4.231022

a‘‘Low’’ n is characterized byn,nM , while ‘‘high’’ n is characterized byn.nM . The value ofnM in each
case is obtained under the specific experimental conditions.
bExperimental dilution factor at the specified value ofn>nM ~given in parentheses!.
cnM

(1) represents the calculated value ofn for F̄51 ~the onset of strong mixing! andF50.05 V/cm.
dCalculated from Eq.~1.5!.
eReference 12.
fReference 13.
gReference 10.
hReference 9.
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energy.38 From thegr(nM) data ~Table I! calculated from
Eq. ~1.5! we conclude that for all the high Rydberg systems
studied up to dategr(nM)!1 and alsogr(n.nM)!1. Ac-
cordingly, the mixed level structure corresponds to the sparse
limit of isolated resonances.

These heuristic arguments, which rest on a single chan-
nel picture, have to be extended and supplemented by de-
tailed multichannel calculations. The effective Hamiltonian
formalism19,22–25was advanced and utilized38–40 to treat the
dynamics of high Rydbergs in weak electric fields. The theo-
retical treatment utilizes as input data quantum defects
d( la), which are obtained from spectroscopy and decay
width constantsG0( la), which are extracted either from
spectroscopic line broadening or from lifetime data at lower
n(,nM). Our first applications of the effective Hamiltonian
for realistic model systems38,39 established the nature of
doorway and escape states, the nature of time-resolved ob-
servables~i.e., the dynamics of wave packet of eigenstates,
the total excited-state population probabilities, and the popu-
lation probability of the doorway state!, and the conse-
quences of different~broad band and narrow band! laser ex-
citation modes. We are currently exploring the applications
of our multichannel effective Hamiltonian formalism with
several doorway and escape states for the quantitative de-
scription of the dynamics of ultrahigh atomic and molecular
Rydbergs in weak external electric fields, exploring the con-
sequences ofl mixing in real systems. We have provided40 a
semiquantitative description of the autoionization dynamics
of high 2P1/2np8@3/2#1 (n5100–280) Rydbergs of Ar in
weak ~F.0.1 V/cm! homogeneous electric fields which un-
dergo a ‘‘transition’’ from the onset of effective coupling to
the strong mixing domain with increasingn. We are continu-
ing this program for the exploration of Rydberg dynamics of
molecules.

In this paper we present a theoretical study of the pre-
dissociation dynamics of then f(N152) (n540–95) and
thenp(N150) (n570–125) Rydberg series of NO, which
were experimentally studied by Vrakking and Lee10 by the
time-resolved ion counting PFI method, following one-
photon excitation from the intermediateA 2S1 ~NA50,
Ja51/2! state. Simplified calculations of Stark mixing in the
Rydbergs of NO were provided by Vrakking and Lee in the
context of the analysis of their experimental data.10 The im-
portant experimental study of Vrakking and Lee10 interro-
gated the dynamics of high Rydbergs below the first
(N150) ionization potential. The novel features of the time-
resolved ion counting PFI method of Vrakking and Lee10 are

~i! High spectral resolution~Dvp.531023 cm21! in
conjunction with high temporal resolution~.1 ns!. This
technique is superior to the broad band~Dvp50.1–1 cm21!
excitation mode utilized in previous studies of high Rydberg
dynamics.8,9,12–14

~ii ! The interrogation of the dynamics of the lower
n(,nM) and the highern(.nM) Rydbergs was conducted
by the same experimental method. This approach is superior
to previous studies of the internal conversion or/and autoion-
ization dynamics of large molecules9 and of autoionization
dynamics in atoms,12,13 where different methods were ap-

plied for the exploration of lifetimes in differentn domains,
i.e., line broadening for lowern(,nM) and time-resolved
ZEKE spectroscopy for highn(.nM).

The dramatic experimental lifetime lengthening of the
bound np(N150), np(N151), n f(N152), n f(N151)
series of NO,10 which correspond to predissociation dynam-
ics in a bound electronic level structure~i.e., below the low-
estN150 ionization potential!, were obtained under colli-
sion ~with ions or Rydbergs!-free conditions and attributed10

to the effects ofl mixing.38–40,44–47The experimental data10

for the predissociation dynamics of then f(N152) and
np(N150) high Rydbergs of NO will be confronted with
the results of the theoretical study based on the multichannel
effective Hamiltonian formalism.39,40

Our theoretical treatment requires input information on
the quantum defects and decay widths parameters. Since the
experimental discovery by Miescher in 196648 of quantum
defects in the Rydberg series of a molecule, the NO molecule
served as a popular hunting ground for the
experimental3,4,10,37,48–64and theoretical10,37,45,59,65–67studies
of Rydberg spectroscopy, predissociation and autoionization
dynamics. Our analysis will provide the following results:

~i! The elucidation of the gross features of the spectra
and the lifetime data for then f(N152) and thenp(N150)
Rydberg series of NO in terms of the multichannel effective
Hamiltonian for l mixing in a weak~F50.04–0.08 V/cm!
electric field.

~ii ! A proper interpretation of the abnormal lifetime
lengthening of the 92p(N150) and the 95p(N150) Ryd-
bergs, which correspond ton,nM5116 for this series.10

This effect is attributed to perturbations originating from
near-resonant sequential Rydberg electron–core dipole cou-
pling and electric field coupling, which are subjected to strict
selection rules. These resonances are treated by the effective
Hamiltonian formalism, which contains both intramolecular
and exterior electric field effects.

II. ENERGETICS AND DYNAMICS OF NO RYDBERGS

A. Level structure and decay widths

We shall first specify the field-free level structure and
the decay widths for highn Rydberg manifold~s! of the NO
molecule. Asn increases the electronic angular momentuml
is weakly coupled to the rotational angular momentumN1 of
the NO1 molecular core, whereupon the system is character-
ized by Hund’s coupling case~d!. The total angular momen-
tum ~excluding the spin! is N5l1N1 with a projectionMN .
As the NO1 core corresponds to a closed shell1S1 state we
can limit ourselves to the treatment ofN rather than the total
angular momentumJ5N1S, which includes the spin angu-
lar momentumS. The Rydberg electron–core rotational
states of a definiteN are37,68,69

uk&5un,l ,N1,N,MN& ~2.1!

with the energiesE(k) being given by

E~k!5IP~N1!2
Ry

~n2d~ l ,N1!!2
, ~2.2!
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whered( l ,N1) is the quantum defect, which depends onl
and also weakly onN1.10,37Within the framework of Hund’s
coupling case~b!, the quantum defect also depends on the
projection of the Rydberg electron angular momentum in the
molecular axis~i.e., s,p,d•••states!51,54,60 and these results
will be subsequently used~Sec. 3 B! for some estimates of
d( l ) for the coupling case~d!. IP(N1) is the ionization po-
tential corresponding to theN1 state of NO1, which is

IP~N1!5IP~0!1BN1~N111!, ~2.3!

whereB51.9842 cm21 is the rotational constant of the NO1

core10 and IP~0!530 522.443 cm21 ~aboveA 2S1(NA50,
JA51/2)! is the lowest ionization potential converging to
N150. We shall examine thenl ~l50–3 and l.3!
N150–3 Rydberg series of NO, which correspond to elec-
tronically bound states below IP~0!. The zero-order manifold
$uk&% is subdivided into three submanifolds:

~i! Doorway states. A subset of lowl ( l50–3) core-
penetrating states constitutes the doorway states for excita-
tion. These doorway states are determined by the optical ex-
citation conditions and selection rules, e.g., one-photon
excitation, two-photon excitation, or excitation from an in-
termediate state. We shall be interested in one-photon exci-
tation from theA 2S1(Na50,Ja51/2) intermediate state of
NO, resulting in then f(N152) andnp(N150) doorway
states.10

~ii ! Escape states. The doorway state and additional low
l (<3) states, which are coupled to it by Stark coupling~and
in some rare cases, which are discussed in Sec. IV, also by
near-resonant intramolecular Rydberg electron-core cou-
pling! constitute the escape states for the decay. For the
states of NO below IP~0! the escape states are coupled to the
predissociation decay channels and are characterized by de-
cay widths, Eq.~1.2!. These decay widths of theuk& states
$Gk(n)% are characterized by the decay width constants
G0( l ,a) (a5N1), with G0 essentially depending onl , and
being given by the scaling law, Eq. ~1.2!
Gk(n)5G0( l ,N

1)/[n2d( l ,N1)] 3.
~iii ! The inactive manifold. The highl (>4) nonpen-

etrating hydrogenic states~which will be denoted byuL&!,
are inactive in excitation and in decay. For these states
d(L)50 andG0(L)50.

B. Interactions

The level structure in the unperturbed Hund coupling
case~d! consists of ‘‘l complexes’’ at each value of the core
rotation quantum numberN1 with (2l11) degenerate sub-
levels with different values ofN ~for N1> l !. Figure 1 shows
the l (50–3) complexes forN150–3. The coupling be-
tween un,l ,N1,N& and un8l 8,N18,N& states involves two
types of interactions, both of which are subjected to strict
selection rules:

~i! Intramolecular Rydberg electron–core dipole long-
range interactions.69–73These will be shown to be small rela-
tive to the level spacing in most cases, except for some ac-
cidental near-resonances. Furthermore, we shall demonstrate
that these intramolecular interactions may prevail only

within the submanifolds of the core-penetrating lowl (<3)
Rydbergs, i.e., between some of the doorway and escape
states and do not couple the lowl (<3) manifolds with the
inactive (l>4) states. Accordingly, intramolecular coupling
is ineffective forl mixing.

~ii ! Electric field couplings induced by a weak homoge-
neous electric fieldF~.0.01–0.3 V/cm!. These exterior cou-
plings dominate the dynamics vial mixing.

Neglecting the decay channels, the Hamiltonian of the
diatomic molecule in the presence of a homogeneous electric
field is

HM5H01HR-D1HSTARK, ~2.4!

where the zero-order molecular Hamiltonian for Hund’s case
~d! is

H05(
k

uk&Ek^ku ~2.5!

being expressed in terms of Eqs.~2.1!–~2.3!. HR-D is the
Rydberg electron–molecular dipole coupling69–73

HR-D5
e

r 2
C~1!~u,f!–m, ~2.6!

where r ,u,f are the Rydberg electron coordinates in the
molecule-fixed coordinate system,C~1!~u,f! is the angular
vector,74 andm is the ~electronic origin independent! dipole
moment of the NO1 ion. In this analysis only theHR-D term
was incorporated in the intramolecular long-range interac-
tion, which also includes the Rydberg electron–core quadru-
pole and ~anisotropic! polarizability couplings.69,70 A de-
tailed ~yet unpublished! analysis of the intramolecular
dipole, quadrupole, and polarizability couplings for NO in-
dicates that it is dominated byHR-D . We also note in passing

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of thes,p,d, and f complexes (l50–3) for
the first few core rotation levels~core rotation quantum numbersN150–3!
in the Hund coupling case~d!. Each column of (2l11) levels marked byl
represents a singlel complex, while the states in each line marked byN1

represent different rotational levels. The numbers on the horizontal lines
label the total angular momentumN ~excluding the spin!. The two doorway
statesnp(N150) andn f(N152) are marked by a circle. Dashed lines
represent the intramolecular Rydberg electron-core dipole coupling~HR-D!
subjected to the selection rules~2.10!, while solid lines represent the electric
field couplingHSTARK subjected to the selection rules~2.16!.
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that the quantum defects incorporate two contributions:~a!
The effects of core penetration.76 ~b! The diagonal matrix
elements of the long-range quadrupole and polarizability
interactions.69,70,75

Finally,HSTARK is the Stark Hamiltonian

HSTARK52er–F. ~2.7!

We have now to consider the selection rules and the matrix
elements between the$uk&% states for the intramolecular cou-
pling, Eq. ~2.6!, and the field induced coupling, Eq.~2.7!.

C. Intramolecular coupling and the bottleneck effect

The matrix elements for the Rydberg electron–core di-
pole coupling are69–72

^n,l ,N1,N,MNuHR-Dun8,l 8,N18,N8,MN8 &

52em^n l ur22un8l 8& ^ f ~ l ,N1,N,MN ; l 8,N
18,N8,MN8 !,

~2.8!

wheren5n2d( l ) while the angular part is

f ~ l ,N1,N,MN ; l 8,N
18,N8,MN8 !

5~21! l 81 l1N8HN8 N1 l

1 l 8 N18J
^ dN,N8dMN ,MN8

@~2l11!~2l 811!#1/2F l 1 l 8

0 0 0G
^ @~2N111!~2N1811!#1/2FN1 1 N18

0 0 0
G ~2.9!

with the selection rules

D l561, DN1561, DN50, DMN50, ~2.10!

while there is, of course, no constraint onDn ~or Dn!. The
DN, DN1, andD l selection rules, Eq.~2.10!, imply that the
intramolecular coupling occurs between members ofl com-
plexes which differ by a unit ofN1, with N being conserved.
In Fig. 1 we present examples for the schemes of intramo-
lecular coupling from then f( l53,N152,N51) and from
the np( l51,N150,N51) doorway states experimentally
studied by Vrakking and Lee.10

We first explore the energetics and coupling of the
proximal ~closest lying! pairs of energy levels of lowl
~i.e., core penetrating! doorway and escape Rydberg states,
which are subjected to the selection rules, Eq.~2.10!. These
energy gaps between proximal pairs of energy levels will be
subsequently compared with semiquantitative estimates for
the strength of the intramolecular coupling, Eq.~2.8!,
between these pairs of high Rydbergs. Regarding the
energetics, we have examined the energy gaps
uE(n,l ,N1,N) 2 E(n8,l 8,N18,N8)u for n540–120~where
n8 is chosen to provide the smallest energy gap for this pair
of states! with l 8,N18,N8 subjected to the selection rules
~2.10!, exploring the core penetrating statesl50–3 and
N150–3. Typical data for the energy gaps

uE(n,l51,N150)2E(n8,l 852,N1851)u for the proximal
np(N150) andn8d(N151) pairs of states are presented in
Fig. 2. From these results we conclude that the majority of
the energy gaps are large, i.e.,DE.231022 cm21. There
are only a few accidental near-resonances between proximal
pairs of states, e.g., out of 80 energy gaps in Fig. 2 we
identified two extremely small energy gaps~.1023 cm21!
and five moderate energy gaps~;231022 cm21!, while all
the other gaps are substantially larger.

The energy gaps have to be compared with the strengths
of the intramolecular coupling for high Rydbergs. A semi-
quantitative estimate of the ^n,l ,N1,NuHR-Dun8,l 8,
N18,N8& coupling, Eq.~2.10!, for high n,n8 states was ob-
tained utilizing the Gilbert–Child72 near-threshold approxi-
mation with a finite quantum defect for the radial integral in
Eq. ~2.10!

^n l ur22un8l 8&52~nn8!23/2~l1l811!21
sin@p~l2l8!#

p~l2l8!
,

~2.11!

where l5 l2d( l ) is the effective azimuthal quantum
number and againn5n2d( l ). Equation~2.11! is based on
the asymptotic form of the phase shifted radial wave
function.72 A major contribution to the radial integral,
Eq. ~2.11!, for high n and n8 states originates from very
short distances~i.e., r<4 a.u. for thenp–n8d interaction,
n,n8580–100!, in accord with Berry’s classical studies of
molecular autoionization.31 Accordingly, the utilization of
Eq. ~2.11! constitutes only an approximate description,
which is, however, sufficient for our purposes. Making use
of Eqs. ~2.8! and ~2.11! the ~absolute value! of the

FIG. 2. Energetics and coupling of proximalnp(N150) andn8d(N151)
energy levels. The energy gaps between thenp(N150) state (N540–120)
and the closest lyingn8p(N151) state are marked by a point for each value
of n. The solid line represents the intramolecular coupling matrix element,
Eq. ~2.9!, with the radial integral being represented by the near threshold
approximation with phase shifted wave function, Eq.~2.11!,
u^n,l51,N150uHR-Dun8l52,N151&u53.23103(nn8)23/2 cm21.
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matrix element u^HR-D&u between the np(N150) and
n8d(N151) proximal pairs of energy levels is
u^HR-D&u.3.23103n23/2(n8)23/2 cm21, which is presented in
Fig. 2. From Fig. 2 we conclude that in the majority of cases
u^HR-D&u!uE(np,N150)2E(n8d,N151)u and only a few
accidental near-resonant couplings are exhibited between
proximal pairs of states. Similar results were obtained for the
energetics and couplings of other pairs of Rydbergs. From
this analysis we conclude that intramolecular near-resonant
couplings between core-penetrating high Rydberg states are
scarce. The few accidental near-resonance couplings be-
tween lowl Rydbergs have two manifestations.

~i! Intramolecular mixing of pairs of states. In the hypo-
thetical case of the absence of any~stray or imposed! electric
field (F50) mixing of pairs of states characterized by ex-
tremely small energy gapsuE(nlN1)2E(n8l 8N18)u
<u^HR-D&u will be exhibited, resulting in the redistribution of
the decay widths between the pair of states. Such local per-
turbations may result in either shortening or lengthening of
the lifetimes of a doorway state, depending on the decay
widths of the correspondingunlN1& and the un8l 8N18&
states.

~ii ! Mediation by intramolecular coupling. In the pres-
ence of a weak electric field someun8l 8N18& states charac-
terized by modest energy gaps, i.e.,uE(nlN1)
2E(n8l 8N18)u.u^HR-D&u act as mediating states for the
electric field induced coupling of the doorway stateunlN1&
to the inactiveun8l 9( . 3)N18& manifold. An additional nec-
essary condition for such mediated coupling is near degen-
eracy between the doorwayunlN1& state and the
un8l 9(.3)N18& manifold. Two notable such mediated cou-
plings involve the 92p-80d-80l 9(.3) and the
95p-82d-82l 9(.3) manifolds,10 which will be discussed in
Sec. IV.

We proceed to the coupling with and within the inactive
uL& manifold of highl (.3) states, which is subjected to the
selection rules~2.10!. Nonpenetrating Rydberg states with
d( l )50 are hydrogenic. A general relation of Laguerre
polynomials77 implies that for radial hydrogenic wave func-
tions within a singlen manifold^n,l ur2(p11)un,l6p&50 for
integerp>1. Accordingly, for the inactiveuL& manifold

^n,l ur22un,l61&50; d~ l !50. ~2.12!

The exact result, Eq.~2.12!, is consistent with the results of
an approximate analysis based on the near-threshold approxi-
mation, Eq. ~2.11!. In the high l (.3) regime d( l )→0
with increasing l and (l2l8)→( l2 l 8)1O(d( l )2d( l 8))
5611O(d( l )2d( l61)). In this domain we expect that
d( l ) decreases fast with increasingl , i.e., d( l )} l25,78–80

whereupond( l )2d( l 8)}5l26. We infer that the radial inte-
gral for largen and l values, Eq.~2.11! decreases fast to-
wards zero with increasingl , being of the form
l21 sin[5pA/ l 6], whereA is a numerical constant, i.e.,

^n,l ur22un8,l61&} l27; l.3. ~2.13!

Accordingly, the near threshold limiting~high n! condition
for the inactive$L&% manifold (d( l )50) is

^nlur22un8l61&50; d~ l !50. ~2.12a!

Equation~2.12a! for the asymptotic near threshold form is
consistent with the exact relation, Eq.~2.12!. We note in
passing that while the exact expression@Eq. ~2.12!# implies
the vanishing of the integrals only within the samen mani-
fold, the asymptotic expression, Eq.~2.12a!, also implies the
vanishing of the integrals between differentn manifolds, as
the r dependence of the near-threshold wave functions is
determined only byl .

From Eqs.~2.12! and~2.13! @which obey the appropriate
selection rules~2.10!# it is apparent that the intramolecular
Rydberg electron–core dipole couplings decrease fast
(} l26) towards zero with increasingl (.3). Concurrently
we found~from a simple numerical analysis! that the energy
gaps between proximalnl2n8( l11) pairs of energy levels
( l.3), which are characterized by differentn values and
obey the selection rules~2.10!, remain large~mostly.1022

cm21! and irregular. We thus conclude that intramolecular
Rydberg electron–core dipole coupling cannot involve the
nl2n8( l11) mixing of higherl states~with nÞn8! within
the inactive$uL&% manifold. Accordingly, the fast decrease
of the radial integrals for intramolecular coupling exhibits a
bottleneck effect, which precludes the intramolecular mixing
of higherl (.3) states~with nÞn8! within the inactive$uL&%
manifold. It is important to emphasize that this demonstra-
tion of the bottleneck effect depends only on the character-
istics of the nonpenetrating highl (.3) states, which are
invariant with respect to the magnitude of the rotational con-
stant, being expected to occur both in a diatomic molecule,
e.g., NO, and for a large molecule.

Returning to the level structure and couplings of the
field-free NO Rydbergs~Figs. 1 and 2 and Table I! we con-
clude that:

~i! In the low l (,4) domain of doorway and escape
states of NO only a small number of accidental near-
resonances is exhibited.

~ii ! In the high inactive $uL&% manifold (l>4) the
bottleneck effect precludes intramolecularl mixing ~between
differentn states, according to the selection ruleDN1561
for dipole coupling!. Accordingly, in the field-free NO mol-
ecule~and also for any other diatomic or a large molecule!
the $uL&% states retain their identity.

From this analysis we conclude that, apart from a small
number of low l near-resonances which have to be treated
separately~see Sec. IV!, the dynamics of the high Rydberg
states of NO is practically unaffected by the intramolecular
Rydberg electron–core dipole coupling and is dominated by
the Stark coupling, which will now be considered.

D. Stark coupling

The matrix elements for the Stark coupling, Eq.~2.7!,
are of the same form as those for the electric dipole matrix
elements, being~for theMN50 component!69,74

^n,l ,N1,N,MNuHSTARKun8,l 8,N18,N8,MN8 &

5e^n,l ur un8,l 8&G~ l ,N1,N,MN ; l 8,N
18,N8,MN8 !F,

~2.14!
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where

G~ l ,N1,N,MN ; l 8,N
18,N8,MN8 !

5~21!N2MNF N 1 N8

2MN 0 MN8
G ^ ~21!N

181 l 81N11

3@~2N11!~2N811!#1/2H l N N18

N8 l 8 1 J
^ ~21! l@~2l11!~2l 811!#1/2F l 1 l 8

0 0 0G ~2.15!

with the selection rules

D l561, DN150, DN561,0~0}0!, DMN50,61.
~2.16!

TheseDN, DN1, andD l selection rules imply that the
Stark coupling occurs between members ofl complexes with
the same value ofN1, while N can be changed by unity.
Figure 1 presents examples for the scheme of Stark coupling
from the n f( l53,N152,N51) and from the
np( l51,N150,N51) doorway states.

The radial matrix elements in Eq.~2.14! are evaluated
for different l dependent quantum defects@which result in
the l dependent effective quantum numbern5n2d( l )#, us-
ing the formula of Edmondset al.81

^n l ur un8l 8&5~3nc
2a0/2!S 12S l cnc

D 2D 1/2(
m50

3

gmgm~Dn!,

~2.17!

where

l c5max~ l ,l 8!, nc5
2nn8

~n1n8!
, D l5~ l2 l 8!,

g5D l S l cnc
D , Dn5n2n8. ~2.17a!

The functionsgm(Dn) were tabulated by Edmondset al.81

E. Isolated and overlapping n rydberg manifolds

A single Rydberg manifold~which will be referred to as
a singlen manifold!, will be chosen to contain a set of zero-
order states with the closestn values. Such a singlen mani-
fold will be characterized as follows:

~i! Thenl hydrogenic states for the$uL&% submanifold.
~ii ! The n l (n5n2[(2d( l ))~mod1!2d( l )~mod1!# door-

way and escape states for whichd( l )Þ0. These latter states
correspond to the principal quantum numbern5n1d( l )
2d( l )~mod1!.

Overlap between neighboringn manifolds is
realized when the energetic spreadDW~cm21!
56 Ryn2F/(5.153109)51.331024n2(F/V cm21! of a
single hydrogenic Stark manifold exceeds the intermanifold
spacing 2 Ry/n3, i.e.,DW/2.2 Ry/n3. Intermanifold overlap
then occurs forn.80.6(F/V cm21!21/5, which constitutes
the Inglis–Teller relation with slightly modified numerical
constants. A more pedantic argument for the Stark splitting
of a manifold consisting of a doorway~and escape! state with

a quantum defectd( l ) and an inactive$uL&% manifold im-
plies that DW/2.2R/n322Rd/n3. Intermanifold overlap
then occurs for

n.80~12d!1/5~F/V cm21!21/5, ~2.18!

introducing the dependence on the quantum defect in the
Inglis–Teller relation. For then f(N152) series, the quan-
tum defect is small@d( f )50.0101# so that n.145 for
F50.05 V/cm and calculations forn540–95 @below the
first ionization potential IP~0!# were performed for a single
isolatedn manifold. For thenp(N150) series whered(p)
50.729 we determinen>110. In view of the approximate
nature of this estimate we have conducted the calculations
for thenp series withn>100 employing three neighboringn
manifolds and picking up the level structure from the middle
portion of the spectrum.

F. The effective Hamiltonian

Up to this point we have been concerned with the energy
spectrum of the HamiltonianHM , Eq. ~2.4!, below the first
ionization potential IP~0! and disregarding the effects of pre-
dissociation. The NO Rydberg level structure and predisso-
ciation dynamics are determined by the effective
Hamiltonian22–25,38–40

Heff5H01HR-D1HSTARK2~ i /2!G, ~2.19!

whereG is the decay matrix of the doorway state~s! and of
the other escape states. In the absence of intermanifold over-
lap when a singlen manifold is sufficient, a single~np or
n f! doorway state denoted byuD& and several (b̄) pure
escape states denoted byuEb& (b51---b̄) are characterized
by finite decay widthsG l ,N1(n). In the case of overlap of
neighboring n manifolds there are several (ā) doorway
states @i.e., (n21)p, np and (n11)p#, denoted by
uDa& (a51---ā) and several (b̄) pure escape states
uEb& (b51---b̄). The diagonal matrix elements ofG,
which are given byG l ,N1(n) are inferred from the decay
width constantsG0( l ,N

1) ~Table I! using then3 scaling law,
Eq. ~1.2!.

Following the analysis of the intramolecular coupling
~Sec. II C! we infer that for most cases near-resonant level
interactions viaHR-D subjected to strict selection rules, Eq.
~2.10!, are absent. The effective Hamiltonian for the NO
Rydbergs and can be reduced to

Heff5H01HSTARK2~ i /2!G. ~2.20!

This effective Hamiltonian will be utilized in Sec. III for the
treatment of field-inducedl mixing in the case of excitation
of np(N150) or n f(N152) doorway states. For the case
of near-resonant interactions the full-fledged effective
Hamiltonian, Eq.~2.19!, will be utilized in Sec. IV.

The effective Hamiltonian, Eq.~2.19! or ~2.20!, can be
diagonalized by a complex orthogonal transformation, result-
ing in the independently decaying levelsu j & of the system.
For the situation of intermanifold overlap, when several
doorway states~corresponding to different neighboringn
values! are mixed, the$u j &% levels are
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u j &5 (
a51

ā

aa
~ j !uDa&1 (

b51

b̄

ab
~ j !uEb&1(

n
(
l.3

bn,l
~ j !unl&,

~2.21!

where$aa
( j )%, $ab

( j )% and$bn,l
( j )% are~complex! coefficients. For

a singlen manifold, when a single doorway stateuDa& con-
tributes we have

u j &5aa
~ j !uDa&1 (

b51

b̄

ab
~ j !uEb&1(

l.3
bl

~ j !u l &. ~2.22!

The ~complex! eigenvalues of the system are

P j5Ej2~ i /2!g j , ~2.23!

whereEj are the energy levels andg j the decay widths~re-
ciprocal lifetimes! of the u j & eigenstates. The experimental
input parameters required for the construction of the effec-
tive Hamiltonian at a constant fieldF are:

~i! the quantum defectsd(Da) and d(Eb), extracted
from the Rydberg series energetics, and

~ii ! the decay width constantsG0(Da) andG0(Eb), ob-
tained from the linewidths or decay times of the lower
Rydberg levels.

G. Excited-state total population probability for
different excitation modes

We shall be concerned with the excitation and decay~the
rise and fall! of the mixed level structure of a singlen mani-
fold, Eq.~2.22!, or severaln manifolds, Eq.~2.21!, which are
subjected tol mixing. To make contact with experiment, we
consider the dynamics of the excited state total population
probabilityP(t),38 which corresponds either to the time de-
pendent population of a subset of$u j &% states prepared by
narrow-bandwidth laser excitation38 or the total set of$$u j &%%
states prepared by broad band laser excitation.38–40 In par-
ticular, we shall be interested in the treatment of the dynam-
ics under narrow band excitation conditions, for which the
theoretical framework was already given,38 and which was
experimentally explored for NO Rydbergs by Vrakking and
Lee.10 Some results for the Rydberg dynamics under broad
band~low-resolution! excitation conditions will be presented
for the sake of comparison.

Consider the excitation~predissociative! decay of a
single n manifold. We follow our analysis38 for a sparse
level structure, i.e.,g j /uEj 2 Ej 8u ! 1 for all j and j 8, a con-
dition well satisfied for thenp andn f Rydberg series of NO
~Table I!.

The conditions for narrow band excitation are realized
when the laser bandwidthDvp is considerably narrower than
the total Stark widthDW, while the linewidths~reciprocal
lifetimes! g j of the individual mixed states are considerably
narrower thanDvp , i.e.,

Dvp!DW; Dvp@g j . ~2.24!

Under these excitation conditions a wavepacket of several
eigenstates$ j % is excited. The total population probability
consists of several exponential decay terms38

P~ t !5(
$ j %

uaa
~ j !u2F j~Ē,Dvp!exp~2g j t !, ~2.25!

whereF j (Ē,Dvp) is the weight of the line shape of the laser
pulse with a central energyĒ, which is given either by a
Lorentzian form

F j~Ē,Dvp!5
~Dvp!

2

~Ē2Ej !
21Dvp

2 ~2.26!

or by a Gaussian form

F j~Ē,Dvp!5
1

~2pDvp
2!1/2

exp@2~Ē2Ej !
2/~2Dvp!

2#.

~2.27!

Next we consider the broad band excitation conditions

Dvp@DW. ~2.28!

Taking DW51.331024n2(F/V cm21! and Dvp50.1–1.0
cm21 for typical multimode lasers, condition~2.28! is
obeyed, e.g., forF50.05 V/cm n<220 ~for Dvp50.3
cm21! and n<130 ~for Dvp50.1 cm21!. The broad band
excitation~of the sparse manifold of the mixedj levels! re-
sults in the time dependent population probability

PBB~ t !5(
j

uaa
j u2 exp~2g j t !. ~2.29!

Equations~2.25! and~2.26! correspond to a single door-
way state when the dynamics of a singlen manifold can be
considered. For the case of the decay of several overlapping
n manifolds, these equations have to be modified. For the
narrow band excitation

P~ t !5(
$ j %

(
a51

ā

udaaa
~ j !/~Ej2Ē2~ i /2!Dvp!u2 exp~2g j t !,

~2.25a!

while for the broad band excitation

PBB~ t !5(
j

U(
a

daaa
~ j !U2 exp~2g j t !, ~2.29a!

whereda is the transition moment for the excitation of the
doorway stateuDa&. We note that temporal coherence ef-
fects, i.e., quantum beats, are not exhibited in the total decay
probability for all the excitation modes.38 Energetic interfer-
ence effects are revealed when several doorway states are
involved.

H. Experimental observables

The theoretical results forP(t), Eqs.~2.25!, andPBB(t),
Eq. ~2.29!, make contact with experimental reality. In view
of the novel narrow bandwidth experimental conditions uti-
lized by Vrakking and Lee,10 the narrow band limit, Eq.
~2.25!, has to be utilized for the exploration of the time-
resolved dynamics:

~i! The time-resolved total population probability under
the conditions of narrow band excitation in the vicin-
ity of the maximum of the PFI spectrum.
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~ii ! Lifetimes of the mixed high Rydbergs can be inferred
from the time scales for the temporal decay ofP(t).
These theoretical results for narrow band excitation
can be confronted with the experimental data for life-
times using delayed PFI.

Apart from time-resolved observables, energy-resolved
PFI spectra can be calculated. The line shapeL(E) at the
laser energyE is obtained from the spectrum of the weights
uaa

( j )(E)u2 of the doorway states averaged over the laser en-
ergetic envelope

L~E!5(
j

uaa
~ j !~E!u2F j~E,Dvp!. ~2.30!

These calculated PFI spectra will be confronted with the ex-
perimental data.

III. THE DYNAMICS OF NO PREDISSOCIATION IN
WEAK ELECTRIC FIELDS

A. Strategy

Our calculation of the predissociation dynamics will be
based on:

~i! The construction of the multichannel effective Hamil-
tonian ~Secs. III A–III C! for the predissociation of NO Ry-
dbergs via then f(N152) andnp(N150) doorway states.
Vrakking and Lee10 studied the five Rydberg series
np(N150,1) and n f(N151,2,3). We have chosen the
np(N150) andn f(N152) series as generic examples. As
accidental near-resonances are scarce~Sec. II C!, we shall
neglect in this section intramolecular coupling effects and
construct the effective Hamiltonian in the form given by Eq.
~2.20!.

~ii ! The diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian. For
the n f(N152) seriesHeff was diagonalized in the range
n540–95, where the upper limit ofn is determined by the
onset of autoionization atn̄5@Ry/I (2)2I (0)]1/2595. For
the np(N150) series we diagonalizedHeff in the range
n560–135, with the upper limit ofn being determined by
experimental considerations of the spectral resolution of the
Stark mixed Rydbergs by a weak stray field. For then f
(n540–95) a singlen manifold was sufficient while for the
np (n560–125) series in the rangen,100 a singlen mani-
fold was used, while forn.100 three adjacentn manifolds
@(n21), n and (n11)# were used~see Sec. II E!. The cal-
culations were performed for weak electric fields in the range
F50.01–0.3 V/cm.

~iii ! From the complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the effective Hamiltonian we obtained the energiesEj of the
$u j &% states~Sec. II F!, the decay widthsg j and lifetimes
t j5\/g j of the $u j &% states and the mixing coefficients
uaa

( j )u2 of the doorway state~s! within all the u j & states.
~iv! Calculation ofP(t), Eq. ~2.25!, for narrow band

excitation, which was performed in the vicinity of the maxi-
mum of the lineshape of the PFI spectrum.10 Some calcula-
tions of PBB(t), Eq. ~2.29!, for broad band excitation were
also performed.

~v! Calculation of energy resolved lineshapesL(E), Eq.
~2.30!.

B. Input data

The construction ofHeff , Eq. ~2.20!, for the predisso-
ciation of NO requires experimental information on the
quantum defects and decay widths parameters of the door-
way state and other escape states, which correspond to the
( l50–3) ns, np, nd, andn f manifolds of theN150–3
complexes~Fig. 1!. For the inactive$uL&% ( l>4) Rydbergs
d(L)50 and G0(L)50. Since the pioneering studies of
Miescher,48 substantial information on the quantum defects
has accumulated.10,48–54,60,65,66The work of Miescher, Lee,
Gürtler, and Huber51,54 on the s,p,d complexes gaved(s)
51,2, d(ps)50.68, d(pp)50.74, d(ds).d(dp)520.02
and d(dd)50.07. Subsequent work of Gauyacqet al.60 on
thes andd complexes gaved(ss)50.210,d(ds)520.049,
d(dp)520.052 andd(dd)50.089. These quantum defects
correspond to the Hund coupling case~b!. Theoretical quan-
tum defect data were given by Jungen and Raoult65,66 for the
nps series and confronted with the experimental data. The
high resolution studies of Vrakking and Lee10 on thenp and
n f series established a weakN1 dependence of the quantum
defects for thenp states and a strongerN1 dependence of
the small quantum defects ford(p,N150)50.7286 and
d(p,N151)50.7038, while d( f ,N151)50.0168 and
d( f ,N152)50.0101. In Table II we present a set ofl de-
pendent quantum defect data for NO, where thed(p) and
d( f ) data rest on the high-resolution data of Vrakking and
Lee,10 while the data fors andd complexes are taken from
the work of Miescheret al.51,54 and of Gauyacqet al.60 In
these estimates of the quantum defects we represent thenl
states as purel orbitals and some effects of intramolecularl
mixing ~for low l values!, e.g.,s–d mixing,57,65~a! which are
induced by quadrupole and/or anisotropic polarizability cou-
pling were not considered.

The spectroscopic input information on the dynamics is
scarce. The predissociation channels are61 N(4S)1O(3P) at
Ed1552 4006400 cm21, N(4S)1O(1D) at Ed2.68 300
6400 cm21, and N(2D)1O(3P) at Ed3571 6006400
cm21, all lying below the first ionization potential@IP~0!

TABLE II. Quantum defectsd andG0 decay width constants data for the
NO Rydbergs predissociation dynamics.

Rydberg series d
G0

~cm21!

ns 1.21a ~500!e

np(N150) 0.7286b 1610d

nd 20.05a ~1000!e

n f(N152) 0.0101b 43c

aQuantum defect data from Refs. 51, 54, and 60.
bReference 10.
cFrom the lifetime data of then f(N152) series,n540–65 of Ref. 10.
dFrom the lifetime data of thenp(N150) series,n570–110 of Ref. 10.
eFrom the analysis of the strong field lifetime data of Ref. 10 using the
diagonal sum rule. Arbitrary partitioning ofG0(s)1G0(d)51500 cm21

~see the text!.
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574 721.7 cm21 ~Refs. 3 and 4!#. According to Miescher’s
pioneering work,49 predissociation is fast for thenp series,
with the l51 Rydberg electron interacting strongly with the
2psu* electron of theA8 2Su

1 repulsive valence state. Ac-
cordingly, the decay width parameterG0( l ) for thenp( l51)
series is expected to exceed those for thens( l50) andnd( l
52) series. Quantitative information on the decay width pa-
rameter fornp (N150) series was obtained from the life-
times of then560–110 states10 analyzed according to then3

scaling law, Eq.~1.2!, resulting inG0(p)51610 cm21 ~6300
cm21!. Thus G0(p) is large, as expected.49 The analysis
~Table I! of the lifetimes of then f(N152) (n540–60)
series,10 according to the n3 scaling law, results in
G0( f )54368 cm21, the low value of this width parameter is
compatible with the characteristics of the nearly nonpenetrat-
ing f orbitals. Some information on theG0(s) and G0(d)
decay widths can be inferred from then dependence of the
np(N150) series (n550–120) in sufficiently strong elec-
tric fields which allow for completel mixing. Under the
conditions of strong mixing, i.e.,F̄(n,l51).3, one expects
that the lifetimes ^tSM& in this strong mixing domain
are39,40,45,46

^tSM&5n4\/G0
T ~3.1!

with the ^tSM&}n4 dependence being predicted by
Chupka45,46 and experimentally observed by Vrakking and
Lee10 for the strongly mixednp series. The numerical value
of the decay width constantG0

T in Eq. ~3.1! is given accord-
ing to the diagonal sum rule for the effective Hamiltonian by
the sum of all the contributing doorway and escape
states.39,40 For the strongly mixednp(N150) series we
have

G0
T5(

l
G0~ l !. ~3.2!

The experimental data of Vrakking and Lee10 for the strong
mixing n4 dependence results inG0

T53200 cm21 ~6500!. As

G0
T5G0(s)1G0(p)1G0(d)1G0( f ) we utilize the G0(p)

and G0( f ) data estimated above and obtain
G0(s)1G0(d).1500 cm21. The individuals and d series
decay width constants cannot be estimated and we have
taken arbitrarilyG0(s)5500 cm21 andG0(d)51000 cm21.
In Table II we summarize the input data for handling the
predissociation dynamics of NO.

C. Predissociation dynamics for the Rydberg
manifolds excited via the nf (N152) doorway state

The n f(N152) doorway state for a givenn is l53,
N152,N51, andMN50,61 and we shall take itsMN50
component. We construct now the effective Hamiltonian, Eq.
~2.20!, with Stark coupling between states withN152. We
shall represent the molecular states forN152 by u l ,N&,
whereN5 l22,l21,l ,l11,l12 ~for l.1!. In view of the
selection rules, Eq.~2.16!, the effective Hamiltonian matrix
couples two groups ofu l ,N& states, the coupling scheme
~Fig. 1! being

~3.3!

The electric field couples the first, third, and fifth rows in Eq.
~3.3!, resulting in the first group of 3n-6 coupled states,
which include the doorway stateu3,1&, and which will be
used for the construction of the effective Hamiltonian. The
second and the fourth rows in Eq.~3.3! are also coupled,
forming the second group of 2n-3 states. The Stark cou-
plings, Eq.~2.7!, subjected to the selection rules~2.16! are
given by Eqs.~2.14! and ~2.15! with the radial matrix ele-
ments being calculated from Eq.~2.17!. The effective Hamil-
tonian has the schematic structure

@0,2# V2
0~0! V2

2~0! 0 0 0 0 0 0 •••

V2
0~0! @1,1# 0 V0

22~1! V0
0~1! 0 0 0 0 •••

V2
2~0! 0 @1,3# 0 V2

0~1! V2
2~1! 0 0 0 •••

0 V0
22~1! 0 @2,0# 0 0 V22

22~2! 0 0 •••

0 V0
0~1! V1

0~1! 0 @2,2# 0 V0
22~2! V0

0~2! 0 •••

0 0 V2
2~1! 0 0 @2,4# 0 V2

0~2! V2
2~2! •••

0 0 0 V22
22~2! V0

22~2! 0 @3,1# 0 0 •••

0 0 0 0 V0
0~2! V2

0~2! 0 @3,3# 0 •••

0 0 0 0 0 V2
2~2! 0 0 @3,5# •••

A A A A A A A A A � ~3.4!
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where the diagonal elements [l ,N] denote the energies of the
u l ,N& unperturbed states. The off diagonal elementsV( l ) are
proportional to the external electric field, and have the fol-
lowing general structures:

V22
22~ l !5e^n,l11ur un,l &F ~ l21!~ l11!

~2l11!~2l21!G
1/2

F,

V0
22~ l !5e^n,l11ur un,l &F 6

~2l11!~2l21!~2l13!G
1/2

F,

V0
0~ l !5e^n,l11ur un,l &F l ~ l12!~2l21!~2l15!

~2l11!~2l13! G1/2F,
~3.5!

V2
0~ l !5e^n,l11ur un,l &F 6

~2l11!~2l13!~2l15!G
1/2

F,

V2
2~ l !5e^n,l11ur un,l &F ~ l13!~ l11!

~2l13!~2l15!G
1/2

F,

with the radial matrix elements being given by Eq.~2.17!.
Heff for each n contains a single doorway stateu3,1&,
reached by one-photon excitation from the intermediate state
A 2S1(NA50,JA51/2). There are nineu l ,N& escape states,
corresponding to the states withl<3 in the effective Hamil-
tonian ~3.4!.

Typical results for the lifetime spectra and for the acces-
sibility spectra for the 51f (N152) manifold at several elec-
tric field strengths~F50.05–0.3 V/cm! are displayed in Fig.
3. Both the lifetimes spectra and the accessibility spectra
reveal three branches which manifest the coupling within the
3n-6 dimensional effective Hamiltonian, while the cou-
plings between the different columns is weak, as compared
with the intraline coupling in Eq.~3.3!. In view of the low
value ofd( f ) ~Table II! the onset of effective mixing of the
51f (N152) doorway state is realized at relatively low val-
ues ofF, i.e., the reduced field, Eq.~1.4!, assumes the value
of F̄(51,3)51 for F50.1 V/cm. In this lowF domain@Fig.
3~a!# there are three short lifetimes with substantial ampli-
tudes@Fig. 3~d!#. With increasingF to the range.0.15 V/cm
(F̄.1.5) the f2uL& mixing becomes more extensive with
several~.3! short lived mixed states with appreciable am-
plitudes @Fig. 3~f!#. Approaching strong mixing forF50.3
V/cm @F̄~51,3!53# the lifetimes become more uniform@Fig.
3~c!#, although there still exist some long-lived states with
finite amplitudes. Of interest is the appearance of finite ac-
cessibility amplitudes at the high energy edge, i.e.,E.0.085
cm21 for n551 @Figs. 3~e!–3~f!#, which originate fromn f–
ndmixing. With increasingF>0.1 V/cm the mixing of thef
and thed escape states becomes extensive, being manifested
by the appearance of a new branch around 0.095 eV in the
accessibility and lifetime spectra@Figs. 3~d!–3~f!#. The high
experimental spectral resolution~marked on Fig. 3! em-
ployed in the experimental study of the time-resolved and
energy-resolved spectra10 allows for a theoretical interroga-
tion of the spectra and of the~average! lifetimes under nar-
row band excitation conditions.

In Fig. 4 we present our theoretical results for the
energy-resolved PFI line shapes, Eq.~2.30!, calculated for
severalF values in the range 0.03–0.3 V/cm. These spectra
demonstrate~i! the appearance of a satellite or shoulder
aroundE.0 ~Fig. 4! which manifests field inducedn f–
nl( l.3) mixing, starting at the lowest value of
F(50.03 V/cm!. ~ii ! The appearance of an additional peak
~the d band! aroundE50.085 cm21 ~Fig. 4!, which mani-
festsnd–n f–nl(.3) mixing. The onset of then f–ndmix-
ing is exhibited atF50.1 V/cm, with the mixing of then f
doorway~and escape! state with thend escape state becom-
ing prominent with increasingF towardF50.3 V/cm. We
also confront the calculated spectra~Fig. 4! with the experi-
mental spectra10 ~reproduced in Fig. 5!. The experimental
spectra10 were reported at the external fields XF50–0.237
V/cm, so that the effective field isF5XF1F0 , whereF0 is
the residual stray field. The overall agreement between
theory and experiment10 ~Fig. 4 and insert in Fig. 5! seems to
be reasonable provided that we chooseF0;0.05 V/cm. To
provide a more detailed comparison we consider the calcu-
lated and the experimental data for the areas of the spectral
bands for the main peak due to doorway state and several
effectively mixed states~labeledM ! and of the satellite band
at higher energies due to thef2uL& mixing ~labeledL!. The
plots of the theoretical and the experimental values of the
area ratiosL/M ~Fig. 5! nearly coincide forF050.06 V/cm,
providing an estimate ofF0 . The appearance of thed peak at
higher energies due ton f–nd field-induced mixing in the
experimental spectrum~insert in Fig. 5!, which is split from
the main peakdE(d– f )50.12 cm21,10 is in reasonable
agreement with the value calculated from the respective
quantum defects ofdE(d– f )50.10 cm21. The experimental
onset of thed peak~Fig. 4! is exhibited at XF50.042 V/cm
which together with the calculated onset implies that
F050.06 V/cm. The ratiod/M of the calculated and
experimental10 areas of thed band and of the main band (M )
~Fig. 5! are consistent again withF050.06 V/cm.

In the context of our lineshape analysis, we would like to
point out that the lifetime spectra~Fig. 3! predict that the
lifetimes at a constant value ofF, under narrow band exci-
tation conditions, will exhibit:~i! A gradual increase from
the main peak towards higher energies, manifesting the
f2uL& dilution at all values ofF. ~ii ! Whend mixing sets in
~F>0.1 V/cm! a modest decrease of the lifetimes at the high
energy edge of the diluteduL& manifold will also be exhib-
ited, due touL&2ud& mixing via sequentiald– f – uL& cou-
pling. ~iii ! The appearance of short lifetimes in thed band,
which are determined by the relative fast decay of the mixed
d– f states. In view of the uncertainty in the value ofG0(d)
~Table II! prediction~iii ! is only semiquantitative, as we ex-
pect thatG0(d)@G0( f ). The predicted variation of the life-
times across the PFI line shapes is of considerable interest
and should be subjected to an experimental scrutiny. At
present, experimental data for the decay times under narrow
band excitation conditions are available only at the peak of
the main band.10

We proceed to consider time-resolved information. The
electric field dependence of the temporal populationP(t),
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FIG. 3. The lifetime and accessibility spectra of then551(N152) Rydberg manifold with the 51f (N152) doorway state. The spectral resolution is marked.
~a! t j vs Ej for F50.15 V/cm (F̄51.5). ~b! t j vs Ej for F50.20 V/cm (F̄52). ~c! t j vs Ej for F50.30 V/cm (F̄53). ~d! uaa

j u2 vs Ej for F50.15 V/cm
(F̄51.5). ~e! uajau2 vs Ej for F50.20 V/cm (F̄52). ~f! uajau2 vs Ej for F50.30 V/cm (F̄53).
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Eq. ~2.25!, under narrow band excitation, provides novel in-
formation onl mixing. The interrogation ofP(t) for narrow
band excitation conditions in the vicinity of the maximum of
L(E) monitors the field-induced mixing in the energetic vi-

cinity of the doorway state. We have used lifetime and ac-
cessibility data to constructP(t) resulting from narrow band
excitation ~Dvp5831023 cm21! at the maximum of the
L(E) band ~Fig. 4!, spanning the dynamics of 3–5 mixed
states, including the residue of the doorway state. The value
of Dvp5831023 cm21 used in the calculations somewhat
exceeds the experimental spectral resolution10 Dvp

5531023 cm21, to avoid fluctuations in the calculatedP(t)
and lifetime data~due to a small number of mixed states
within Dvp!, which are averaged out in the experiment. In
Fig. 6~a! we present the calculated time-evolution ofP(t) for
the decay of the 51f (N152) manifold at F50.01–0.30
V/cm [F̄(51,3)51–3] under narrow band excitation condi-
tions. The time-resolved decay curves are nonexponential. At
lower values ofF ~,0.20 V/cm! a weak long-time tail is
exhibited, manifesting the contribution of the diluteduL&
manifold. At higher values ofF ~.0.20 V/cm! the decay
becomes nearly exponential due to effective field mixing.
The characteristic~average! lifetimes, t, for the decay of
P(t) are defined by

P~t!/P~0!51/e. ~3.6!

The electric field dependence of the lifetimes of the narrow
band excited 51f (N152) manifold ~Fig. 7! reveals a mod-
erate stepwise increase@in the rangeF50.13–0.17 V/cm,
i.e., F̄(51,f )51.3–1.7#, which reflects effective mixing of
the doorway state with theuL& states close to it. In Fig. 8 we

FIG. 4. Calculated energy-resolved PFI line shapes of the 51f (N152) state at different strengths of the electric field~marked on the figures!. Calculations
of line shapes were performed using Eq.~2.30! and Eq.~2.27! with Dvp5531023 cm21. L marks the satellite band due to then f–nl(.3) mixing, while
d marks thend excitation.~a! F50.03, 0.05, and 0.1 V/cm.~b! F50.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.30 V/cm.

FIG. 5. Experimental and calculated data for the ratiosL/M andd/M of the
areas of the spectral bands for the main band (M ), the effectively mixed
( l.3) states (L) and thel52 excitation (d). The experimental external
electric field is XF, while the total electric field used in the calculations isF
with F5XF10.06 V/cm. The labeling of data is marked on the figure. The
solid lines were drawn convecting the calculated data to guide the eye. The
insert shows the experimental lineshape data of Vrakking and Lee~Ref. 10!,
which were used to calculate the area ratios.
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compare the experimental results10 for the lifetimes under
narrow band excitation~obtained for an external field XF
50–0.16 V/cm with our calculated lifetime date. The overall
agreement is satisfactory provided that we set again
F050.06 V/cm for the stray electric field~Fig. 8!.

It is instructive to compare these data for narrow band
excitation with the decayPBB(t), Eq. ~2.29!, induced by
broad band excitation and interrogation of the decay of the
entire 51f (N152) manifold @Fig. 6~b!#. PBB(t) at lower
(F<0.15 V/cm! fields reveals a pronounced bimodal decay
with long-time tails@range~A! in the terminology of Refs. 39
and 40#, which marks the onset of effective coupling of the
entire uL& manifold @Fig. 6~b!#. At higher fields ~F.0.15
V/cm, i.e.,F̄.1.5! effective mixing sets in, being manifested
by a multiexponential slow decay@range~B!39,40#. The char-
acteristics of the~broad band excited! PBB(t) @Fig. 6~b!#
qualitatively differ from those of the~narrow band excited!
P(t) @Fig. 6~a!#, as the latter probes the entire level structure
of the field mixed manifold, giving rise to long-time tails
@range ~A!#. The field-dependent lifetimes, Eq.~3.5!, ob-
tained for then551(N152) manifold under broad band
conditions exhibit an onset which practically coincides with
that for narrow band excitation~Fig. 7! with a much sharper
rise in the range 0.13–0.15 V/cm (F̄(51,f )51.3–1.5)~Fig.
7!. The diluted higher fieldt values ~F.0.17 V/cm! are
considerably larger under the broad band excitation condi-
tions, i.e.,t(F̄52)/t(F̄50)518 for broad band excitation,
while t(F̄52)/t(F̄50)54 for narrow band excitation~Fig.
7!. These quantitative differences mark the distinction be-
tween the dynamics of the mixed states in the energetic vi-
cinity of the doorway state explored by narrow band excita-
tion and those of the entire mixed manifold interrogated by
broad band excitation. Finally, we note that for higher fields
~F50.17–0.30 V/cm, i.e.,F̄(51,f )51.7–3.0! the t values
under narrow band excitation moderately increase with in-
creasing electric field, manifesting the enhancement of the
dilution of the 51f doorway state and the states close to it
with increasingF. In contrast, under broad band excitationt
decreases with increasingF in that range, exhibiting the en-
hanced mixing of the 51d ~andp! escape states in the entire
51l (.3) manifold.

Complementary information is obtained from the time-
resolved populationP(t) following narrow band excitation
of the 51f (N152) doorway state~for a fixed value of
F50.04 V/cm! over a range ofn550–80 values~Fig. 9!.
These time-resolved decay curves reveal a dramatic increase
in the lifetimes in the vicinity ofn563–68~Fig. 10!, reflect-
ing the effect of 51f –51l ( l.3) mixing. The lifetime depen-
dence onn reveals~i! the n3 dependence for lown(<50),
~ii ! an abrupt increase in the rangen563–68~Fig. 10! and
~iii ! a further increase in the rangem570–80. Range~i! is
expected, while range~ii ! manifests the~rather abrupt! onset
of 51f –51l (.3) mixing. Range~iii ! reveals almost com-
plete l mixing which is expected to converge to an4 depen-
dence oft.10,38,45–47The comparison between the lifetimes
obtained under narrow band and broad band excitation con-
ditions~Fig. 10! reveals a similar trend for ranges~i! and~ii !.
The lifetimes in range~i! are invariant for the excitation con-

ditions, while in range~ii ! the increase oft with increasingn
exhibits a more abrupt rise for the broad band than for the
narrow band excitation, reflecting the enhanced contribution
of the mixed states energetically distant from the 51f door-
way state. Regarding range~iii ! we note that for large
n(.70) forF50.04 V/cm,t increases with increasingn for
narrow band excitation, while under broad band excitationt
is practically independent ofn in this range, reflecting the
effect of the mixing of the 51d doorway state, which short-
ens the lifetimes. These distinct trends of narrow band and
broad band excitation nicely reflect the properties of differ-
ent domains of the mixed states, i.e., in the vicinity of the
doorway state and the entire mixedn manifold, which we
interrogated by these different excitation modes.

In Fig. 11 we confront the results of our theoretical cal-
culations for narrow band excitation with the experimental

FIG. 6. Time-resolved population decay under different excitation condi-
tions. The time-resolved population of then551 (N152) manifold excited
via the 51f (N152) doorway state at several electric fields~marked on the
figure!. ~a! Narrow band excitation~Dvp5831023 cm21! at the maximum
of the PFI line shape~see the text!. ~b! Broad band excitation conditions, Eq.
~2.29!.
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results of Vrakking and Lee10 for the n dependence of the
lifetimes of then f(N152) series experimentally obtained
under minimum dc electric field conditions. The overall
agreement between theory and experiment is reasonable for
F050.04–0.05 V/cm. Under these theoretical ‘minimal elec-
tric field conditions’ the dramatic experimental rise int with
increasingn is well reproduced. Some deviations between
the calculated and experimental lifetimes are exhibited at
large values ofn(.70) where the experimental data show a
very weakn dependence~and even an indication of a slight
decrease oft with increasingn!, while our calculations for
narrow band excitation conditions predict a moderate in-

crease oft with increasingn. Then(,95) values considered
herein are too low to warrant black body induced ionization
effects.82 It should be, however, borne in mind that the com-
parison between theoretical and experimentalt data for nar-
row band excitation require a more detailed characterization
of the experimental narrow band excitation conditions. Fur-
ther detailed experimental exploration of the energy depen-
dence oft under narrow band excitation conditions will be
of interest.

Our theoretical analysis of the predissociation dynamics
of the mixed n(N152) manifolds (n540–95) with the
n f(N152) doorway state for eachn rests on the following
assumptions:

FIG. 7. The electric field dependence of the lifetimest @for e21 decay of
P(t)# of then551 (N152) manifold excited via the 51f (N152) doorway
state, for narrow band excitation and for broad band excitation.

FIG. 8. A comparison between the experimental data~d! of Vrakking and
Lee ~Ref. 10! and our theoretical results~s! for the electric field depen-
dence of the lifetimes of then551 (N152) manifold excited via the
51f (N152) doorway state under narrow band excitation conditions. The
experimental external electric field is XF while the total electric field used in
the calculations isF, with F5XF10.06 V/cm.

FIG. 9. The time-resolved population decay ofn555–80 (N152) Ryd-
berg manifolds, excited via then f(N152) doorway state, with then values
marked on the curves. All data for narrow band excitation atF50.04 V/cm.

FIG. 10. Then dependence of the lifetimest of the n540–80 (N152)
manifolds via then f(N152) doorway states atF50.04 V/cm. Narrow
band excitation in the vicinity of the peak ofL(E) ~dashed curve! and broad
band excitation~solid curve!.
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~i! The dominance of the exterior electric field coupling,
while intramolecular coupling effects are negligible~Sec.
II C!.

~ii ! The construction of the effective Hamiltonian utiliz-
ing the available spectroscopic quantum defectd( l ) and de-
cay widths parametersG0( l ) data for lowern. In this con-
text, the information of the decay width parameters of thend
states is incomplete.

~iii ! The treatment of a singlen manifold, which is jus-
tified for then range ofn540–95.

~iv! With the n f doorway state, which is characterized
by a low quantum defect~Table II!, the relevant escape states
involve only then f andnd states in the relevant domain of
electric fields, i.e.,F0.0.04–0.06 V/cm for the stray field
~Fig. 4! andF<0.2 V/cm for the external field~Fig. 8!. On
the other hand, the mixing of thep ands states with a large
value of their quantum defects is minor in this low range of
F. Within our conceptual framework the treatment of the
dynamics does not involve any auxiliary parameters, except
the strengthF0 of the stray electric field.F0 was determined
to be in the rangeF050.04–0.06 V/cm for then f(N152)
series from the line shape data in external fields for the 51f
doorway state, from the external electric field dependence of
the lifetimes for the 51f doorway states and fromn depen-
dences of the lifetimes in the stray field. Our value ofF0 is
somewhat higher than the valueF050.025 V/cm estimated
by Vrakking and Lee10 in terms of the analysis of their ex-
perimental results by an equation of the form of Eq.~1.4!,
i.e.,Fn5/d5const, with a somewhat different numerical con-
stant. As is evident from our rather lengthy analysis, a quan-
titative analysis ofl mixing requires a detailed multichannel
analysis.

D. Predissociation dynamics for the Rydberg
manifolds excited via the np (N150) doorway state

Thenp(N150) doorway state for a givenn manifold is
l51, N150, N51, MN50. There arenu l ,N& (N150)
states~for a given value ofn! coupled by the Stark coupling,
Eq. ~2.7!, with the selection rules, Eq.~2.16!, the coupling
scheme between theu l ,N& states being

u0,0&→u1,1&→u2,2&→u3,3&→•••→um21,n21&.

The doorway state isu1,1&, while the escape states are
u0,0&(s), u2,2&(d), u3,3&( f ) andu1,1&(p). The large quantum
defect of thenp doorway state~Table II! implies effective
mixing of all the escape states withuL&. The effective Hamil-
tonian has the simple schematic structure

@0,0# V0
1

• • • •

V0
1 @1,1# V1

2

• V0
2 @2,2#

A A

, ~3.7!

where the off-diagonal matrix elements are obtained from
Eqs. ~2.14! and ~2.15! with the radial integrals being given
by Eq. ~2.17!. The effective Hamiltonian~Eq. 2.20!, was
constructed and diagonalized forn560–130. Forn,100 a
single n manifold was used~Sec. II E!. For n>100 inter-
manifold coupling sets in. The effective Hamiltonian for
n5100–130 was constructed from three neighboring (n
21), n, (n11) manifolds and the dynamics was calculated
from the middle portion of the lifetimes and accessibility
spectra. Narrow band excitation was performed with a width
Dvp5831023 cm21 in the vicinity of the residue of the
doorway state, spanning 3–5 states.

In Fig. 12 we portray typical calculated data for the time
evolution of the populationP(t) for F50.1 V/cm over the
rangen5110–135. The time-resolved decay curves under
narrow band excitation at a fixed value ofF50.1 V/cm~Fig.
11! reveal fast exponential decay at lowern<110, with a
marked retardation of the decay, i.e., the lengthening of the
decay lifetimes in the rangen5115–130. Of course, at
lower fields, then domain for the lengthening of the life-
times moves towards higher values ofn. In Fig. 13 we
present then dependence of the lifetimes calculated for sev-
eral values ofF ~0.05–0.2 V/cm!. At lower n the lifetimes
exhibit then3 dependence, while the onset of the abrupt rise
of the lifetimes with increasingn is exhibited atnM5115 for
F50.08 V/cm,nM5110 for F50.1 V/cm, andnM590 for
F50.2 V/cm. The experimental results of Vrakking and Lee
for thenp(N150) series give, at the minimal residual elec-
tric field, nM5116.10 Accordingly, from our analysis of the
dynamics of thenp(N150) series we infer thatF050.08
V/cm. This value ofF050.08 V/cm is somewhat higher~i.e.,
by a numerical factor of 1.5–2.0! than the strength of the
residual fieldF050.04–0.06 V/cm extracted from the analy-
sis of the dynamics of then f(N152) series~Sec. III C!. In
any case, we conclude that our effective multichannel Hamil-
tonian provides a reasonable semiquantitative description of
the dynamics of the Rydberg manifold of NO excited via the

FIG. 11. A comparison of the results of the theoretical calculations for then
dependence of the lifetimes of then(N152) manifolds excited by narrow
band excitation via then f(N152) doorway state~solid lineF50.04 V/cm,
dashed lineF50.05 V/cm! with the experimental lifetimes~d! from Ref.
10.
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np(N150) and then f(N152) doorway states. The domi-
nant coupling involves the exterior electric field coupling,
while intramolecular Rydberg electron–core dipole coupling
effects are, in general, negligible. Interesting exceptions to
the rule of negligible intramolecular coupling are exhibited
for some cases of accidental near-resonances, which will be
now considered.

IV. NEAR-RESONANCES IN THE np (N150)
RYDBERG SERIES OF NO

The 92p(N150) and 95p(N150) Rydbergs of NO, at
a weak residual electric fieldF0.0.04–0.08 V/cm~Secs.
III C and III D! exhibit abnormally long lifetimes.10 These
states are located well below the onsetnM.110 for electric
field induced mixing~Sec. III D!. It was pointed out by
Vrakking and Lee that the 92p(N150) and the
95p(N150) are nearly degenerate with the 80L
( l.3)(N151) and the 82L ( l.3)(N151) states, respec-
tively, giving rise to possible rotational mixing effects.10 In
what follows we shall provide an analysis of these
np(N150) near-resonances, which originate from sequen-
tial intramolecular~HR-D! and field induced~HSTARK! mix-
ings. The realization of sequential mixing induced byHR-D
and byHSTARK requires fulfillment of the following energetic
conditions. ~i! The energy gap betweennp(N150) and
n8d(N151) is small, being comparable tôHR-D&. ~ii ! The
energy gap between the np(N150) and the
n8L(N151)(l.3) manifold is small, allowing for
n8d(N151)2n8L(N151) mixing viaHSTARK.

The examination of the seriesnp(N150), nd(N151)
andnL ( l.3)(N151) (n540–120) reveals only two near-
resonances, which correspond to the

92p~N150! ↔
HR-D

80d~N151! ↔
HSTARK

80L~N151! ~4.1!

coupling and the

95p~N150! ↔
HR-D

82d~N151! ↔
HSTARK

82L~N151! ~4.2!

coupling, whereHR-D denotes the intramolecular Rydberg
electron–core dipole coupling, Eq.~2.6!, and HSTARK the
exterior electric field coupling, Eq.~2.7!. The energetics
@with the energies being expressed relative to the first
(N150) ionization potential# are

E~92p~N150!!5213.173 cm21,

E~80d~N151!!5213.156 cm21, ~4.3!

E~80L~N151!!5213.178 cm21,

and

E~95p~N150!!5212.348 cm21,

E~82d~N151!!5212.332 cm21, ~4.4!

E~82L~N151!!5212.351 cm21.

The coupling schemes~Fig. 14! involve mediated-sequential
Rydberg–dipolenp(N150)2n8d(N151) coupling sub-
jected to the selection rulesD l561 andDN1561, Eq.
~2.10!, and Starkn8d(N151)2n8 f (N151)2n8L(N151)
coupling subjected to the selection rulesD l561, DN150,
Eq. ~2.16!. Alternatively, the coupling scheme~Fig. 14! can
be described as mediated near-resonance coupling, where the
intramolecular Rydberg–dipole coupling mediates the cou-
pling of the np(N150) doorway state to the
n8d(N151)2n8L(N151) Stark manifold.

The intramolecularHR-D interaction, Eq.~2.6!, due to the
dipole moment of NO1, couples thenp(N150) doorway
state with thend(N151) and thens(N151) states. In the
present case only the coupling with thend(N151) state is

FIG. 12. Then dependence of the lifetimest of then5110–135 (N150)
manifolds excited via thenp(N150) doorway state. Narrow band
~Dvp5831023 cm21! excitation in the vicinity of the doorway state at
F50.1 V/cm.

FIG. 13. Then dependence of the lifetimest of the n560–135 (N150)
Rydberg manifolds excited via thenp(N150) doorway states at several
electric fields~F50.05–0.2 V/cm! marked on the curves.
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important because of its resonant condition. The intramo-
lecular coupling matrix element is given by Eqs.~2.8! and
~2.9!, being expressed in the form

^np,N150uHR-Dun8d,N151&

52em^npur22un8d&~A2/3!, ~4.5!

with the radial matrix element being given by Eq.~2.11! with
n5n2d(p), n85n2d(d), l512d(p) andl8522d(d),
with the quantum defects being given in Table II. The dipole
moment of NO1 was first calculated by Jungen and
Lefebvre-Brion,83 giving m50.6660.38 D. Recent experi-
ments and calculations of the dipole moment of theA 2S
Rydberg state of NO resulted inm51.1 D.84 We shall take
the value ofm51.0 D as a reasonable approximation for the
dipole moment of NO1. For the near-resonance interactions
we shall utilize the approximate relation~see Sec. II C! given
by Eq.~2.11! for the radial integral in Eq.~4.5! to obtain the
following estimates for the strength of the intramolecular
coupling:

^92p,N150uHR-Du80d,N151&525.031023 cm21

and

^95p,N150uHR-Du82d,N151&524.631023 cm21.

We note that these couplings are comparable to the corre-
sponding energy gaps inferred from Eqs.~4.3! and~4.4!. The
experimental order of magnitude lengthening of the lifetimes
of the 92p(N150) and 95p(N150) Rydbergs10 cannot be
attributed to near resonant coupling with the corresponding
n8d(N151) state, and has to be supplemented by Stark cou-
pling to then8L(N151) manifold.

The matrix elements of the Stark Hamiltonian~Fig. 14!
were calculated for electric fieldF50.04 V/cm andF50.05
V/cm ~which is close to the stray fieldF0! using Eqs.~2.13!
and~2.14!. The effective Hamiltonian~2.18! was constructed
for the manifolds and coupling schemes~4.1! and~4.4! using
the G0( l ) data of Table II. The diagonalization ofHeff re-
sulted in the following data for lifetimes~amplitudes! within
an energy range ofDE51023 cm21 around the doorway
state:

~a! 92p(N150)280d(N151)280L(N151) coupling;

F50.05 V/cm. A fast component 4 ns~0.618! and slow
components 62 ns~0.039!, 40 ns~0.060!, and 47
ns~0.048!.

~b! 95p(N150)280d(N151)280L(N151) coupling;
F50.04 V/cm. A fast component 4 ns~0.67! and slow
components 113 ns~0.021!, 14 ns~0.034!, 116
ns~0.023!, and 58 ns~0.045!.

Thus for the 92p(N150) and 95p(N150) Rydbergs
slow components with a total amplitude of 0.4 are expected
to be induced in a near-resonance effect~50–100 ns!. These
slow components appear in the narrow energy domain~1023

cm21! in the vicinity of the doorway state, accounting for the
lengthening of the lifetimes of these states. From this analy-
sis we conclude that:

~i! Accidental resonances simultaneously coupled by
intramolecular and Stark interactions result in medi-
ated sequentiall mixing. The sequential Stark cou-
pling between theunlN1& doorway state and the
un8l 8(.3)N18& manifold is mediated by intramo-
lecular coupling with aun8l 9N18& mediating state.

~ii ! The mediated-sequential Rydberg–core dipole and
Stark couplings are subjected to strict selection rules.

~iii ! The accidental near-resonances result in the break-
down of Hund’s coupling case~d!.

~iv! The accidental electronic near-degeneracy between
the relevant Rydberg states bears an analogy to Fermi
resonances for vibrational motion.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the analysis of the predissociation dynamics of NO
high Rydbergs the following conclusions emerge:

~i! Origins of Rydberg dynamics. The dilution of Ryd-
berg lifetimes should be attributed in most cases@see points
~5! and ~6! above# to l ~or lml! electric field-induced cou-
pling.

~ii ! Unification. The analogy between intramolecular
coupling, excitation and relaxation in a bound level structure
of an isolated large molecule and the coupling, accessibility
and decay of high Rydbergs in weak external fields estab-
lishes the unified description of radiationless transitions for
intravalence excitations,17–27 for low Rydbergs85–87 and for
very high Rydbergs.

~iii ! Universality. Our analysis provides a universality
principle for the description of the dynamics of high Ryd-
bergs, involving predissociation and autoionization of di-
atomics, internal conversion of polyatomics and autoioniza-
tion of atoms.

~iv! Quantification. Parameter-free multichannel calcu-
lations of the dynamics of electric field-inducedl mixing for
the autoionization dynamics of high atomic Rydbergs40 and
for the predissociation dynamics of the Rydbergs of NO pre-
sented herein, provide a satisfactory description of the ex-
perimental reality.10,13

~v! Extensions. An important issue is when does in-
tramolecular Rydberg electron–core dipole coupling~or cou-
pling with higher multipoles! become of importance in a

FIG. 14. A schematic description of the mediated-sequential coupling

schemenp~N150! ↔
HR-D

n8d~N11! ↔
HSTARK

n8l ~>3!~N11!.
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~below ionization! bound Rydberg level structure? Our
analysis shows that for a diatomic molecule, i.e., NO in-
tramolecular accidental resonances for lowl ~<3! states can
prevail, being subjected to strict selection rules. However,
these near resonance effects are rare. Gilbert and Child72

have demonstrated the spectroscopic effects of intramolecu-
lar coupling with a Rydberg quasicontinuum. In addition, in
the presence of a weak~F50.05–0.1 V/cm! electric field,
intramolecular coupling between nearly degenerate pairs of
states, in conjunction with Stark coupling, can inducel mix-
ing via the mediated-sequential mechanism for a small num-
ber of doorway states.

~vi! l mixing cannot be induced by intramolecular cou-
pling. Our analysis of the bottleneck effect~Sec. II C! dem-
onstrates that intramolecular Rydberg electron–core dipole
mixing and dynamics can prevail~for accidental near-
resonances! only in the low l ~,4! domain. l mixing via
intramolecular coupling within the high inactiveuL&( l>4)
manifold of nonpenetrating highn Rydbergs~with n8Þn, in
accord with the selection ruleDN1561 for dipole cou-
pling! is precluded by the existence of large energy gaps and
concurrently with vanishing dipole~and multipole! cou-
plings. The bottleneck effect, which is general both for di-
atomics and for large molecules, implies that Rydberg dilu-
tion effects within the entirel manifold cannot be due to
intramolecular Rydberg–core dipole~multipole! coupling
and can be induced only by exterior electric field coupling.
The intramolecular bottleneck effect advanced herein bears
an analogy to previous discussion88 and analysis89,90of large
DN1 changes in rotational autoionization in diatomics. In
this context, Bordaset al.88 pointed out that nonpenetrating
high l Rydbergs are ineffective inlN1→ l 8N18 energy ex-
change, while Mahonet al.89 and Merktet al.90 have shown
that a series of sequential multipole interactions~via virtual
mediating states! inhibit Rydberg electron–core rotation
large angular momentum exchange, leading to the inevitable
conclusion that electric field assisted coupling is essential.
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